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Introduction

 Based on the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards, this se-
ries provides students with multiple grade-appropriate opportunities to practice each skill. Each 
book contains several practice pages targeting each skill, as well as an assessment page at 
the end of each section. The book also includes periodic reviews of multiple skills throughout 
the book, in addition to a cumulative assessment. Each assessment and review is set up in 
standardized-test format.

Introduction

  2       x         x  
  3       x                x  
  4       x 
  5       x
  6       x
  7       x        x 
  8       x
  9       x      x
10       x                x
11       x       x
12       x
13       x      x
14       x
15       x
16       x
17       x               x
18       x               x
19       x
20       x
21       x                 x
22       x       x
23                    x     x
24                    x
25                    x              x                  x
26                    x
27                    x                    x
28                    x      x
29                    x
30                    x
31                 x           x
32                 x     x
33                 x     x
34                 x     x
35                 x     x
36                 x
37                 x
38                 x
39                 x    x
40                 x
41                 x             x  
42                 x
43                 x     x

44               x     x
45               x
46               x     x
47               x
48               x
49               x             x
50               x
51               x             x    x
52               x             x    x  x     x 
53               x      x         x 
54        x
55        x
56        x    x
57        x    x
58        x
59        x
60        x           x
61        x
62        x            x     x
63        x
64        x
65        x             x 
66        x
67    x         x                    x
68    x         x                    x
69    x         x                    x
70    x         x
71    x         x           x            x
72    x         x                    x
73    x         x                    x
74    x         x     x
75    x                              x
76    x
77    x
78    x         x     x             x
79    x
80    x
81    x         x             x
82    x         x
83    x         x     x 
86        x          x    x       x         x
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Skill:.Understanding.numbers,.ways.of.representing.numbers,.relationships.among.num-
bers,.and.number.systems

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 1

Did you know that there are many ways to write the same number? Try writing each of the fol-
lowing numbers in three different forms: word form, standard form, and expanded form. Look at 
the examples before you get started.

 Example: 5,987,978
 word.form: five million, nine hundred eighty-seven thousand, nine hundred 
           seventy-eight
 standard.form: 5,987,978
 expanded.form: 5,000,000 + 900,000 + 80,000 + 7,000 + 900 + 70 + 8

 Example: 32.547
 word.form: thirty-two and five hundred forty-seven thousandths
 standard.form: 32.547
 expanded.form: 30 + 2 + 0.5 + 0.04 + 0.007

  1.  898,432

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  2.  5,001

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  3.  3,212,098

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  4.  14,342,009

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  5.  23,098

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 1
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  6.  789,543

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  7.  9,001,987

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  8.  12,987

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

  9.  21,234,231

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

10.  543,323

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

11.  70.08

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

12.  6.55

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

13.  0.065

 word form: 

 standard form: 

 expanded form: 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 1 (cont.)

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 1
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Skill:.Understanding.numbers,.ways.of.representing.numbers,.relationships.among.num-
bers,.and.number.systems

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 2

Just.a.Tip: The value of a number depends on the place that it holds. Try making a 
place value chart for each number to help you determine each number’s value.

Read each number. Write the value of the number in bold on the line.

 Example: 3,124,657.069

 Answer: 20,000 or 2 ten thousands

  1.  456,543 

  2. . 9,098,004 

  3.  24,323,443.

  4.  7,213,091 

  5.  714,987 

  6. . 38,987 

  7.  34.87.

  8. . 2.10 

  9.  51.05 

10.  21.98.

11.  546,654 

12.  1,230 

13.  170.54 

14.  271.986.

15.  6,098,098 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 2
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Skill:.Understanding.numbers,.ways.of.representing.numbers,.relationships.among.num-
bers,.and.number.systems

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 3

Just.a.Tip: Fractions that are equal are called equivalent.fractions. Two fractions are equivalent 
if they can both be reduced to the same fraction.

 Example:  and    =   and  =   These fractions are equivalent.

 Example:  and   They are not the same when reduced, so these fractions are 
 NOT equivalent.

Circle the fractions that are equivalent.

  1. 	 ,        5. 	 , 

  2. 	 ,  	   6. 	 ,  

  3. 	 ,  		   7. 	 ,  

  4. 	 ,     8.  		,  

Just.a.Tip: You can find the decimal that is equivalent to a fraction by dividing 
the numerator by the denominator.

 Example: 			  7 ÷ 20 = 0.35   = 0.35

Write a decimal that is equivalent to the fraction.

  9.  		  13. 	 	

10.  3				  14.  6  		 

11.  5 	  15. 	 	

12. 	 	

Extensi on.Activity: Write ten to twenty fractions on cards. Pass the cards out to stu-
dents. Have each student draw a picture of the fraction they selected. Then have students look 
around the room at their classmates’ drawings and match equivalent fractions.

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 3
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Skill:.Understanding.numbers,.ways.of.representing.numbers,.relationships.among.num-
bers,.and.number.systems

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 4

. <.means.less.than;....>.means.greater.than;

. =.means.equals

 Examples: 1.65 > 1.59 greater than
   0.034 < 0.34 less than
  0.5 = 0.50 equals

    
Just.a.Tip: One way to remember the meaning of the greater than and less than 
sign is to think in terms of, “I’m bigger than you!” The larger number always points 
at the smaller number. For example: 1 < 3: The 3 points at the 1 as if saying, “I’m 
bigger than you!” 7 > 2: The 7 points at the 2 as if saying, “I’m bigger than you!”

Compare each set of decimals. Write <, >, or =.

  1.  1.78  17.87   4.  0.40  0.04

  2.  0.009  0.09   5.  0.29  0.78

  3.  8.98  8.89   6. 10.12  1.012

Write the following numbers in order from least to greatest.

  7.  78,989; 45,876; 78,876; 45,987 

  8.  232,123; 432,342; 235,432; 236,432 

  9.  98,009; 98,908; 98,008; 89,879 

10.  2,343,212; 3,432,123; 234,343; 2,432,432 

Write the following numbers in order from greatest to least.

11.  54,323; 55,434; 15,532; 15,232 

12.  786,767; 786,878; 786,989; 87,876 

13.  132,343; 143,233; 123,123; 144,345 

14.  7,987; 7,897; 7,809; 17,876 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 4
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Skill:.Understanding.numbers,.ways.of.representing.numbers,.relationships.among.num-
bers,.and.number.systems

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Assessment 1

Read each question carefully. Then mark the best answer.

  1.  Which answer choice represents the number 31,098,987 written in word form?
 ❍ A.  thirty-one thousand, ninety-eight, nine hundred and eighty-seven
 ❍ B.  thirty-one million, ninety-eight thousand, nine hundred eighty-seven
 ❍ C.  thirty-one million, ninety-eight hundred, nine hundred eighty-seven
 ❍ D.  thirteen million, ninety-eight thousand, nine hundred eighty-seven

  2.  What is the value of the number in bold?
 409,987
 ❍ A.  90,000
 ❍ B.  9,000
 ❍ C.  900
 ❍ D.  90

  3.  Which number represents the number 
sixty-nine thousand, seven hundred and 
five?

 ❍ A.  69,075
 ❍ B.  69,705
 ❍ C.  96,570
 ❍ D.  69,715

  4.  Which answer choice represents the num-
ber 234,543 written in word form?

 ❍ A.  two hundred thirty-four million, five 
hundred forty-three

 ❍ B.  two hundred forty-three thousand, 
five hundred fourteen

 ❍ C.  two hundred thirty-four thousand, 
five hundred forty-three

 ❍ D.  two hundred fourteen thousand, 
five hundred forty-three

  5.  Which of the following decimals repre-
sents the following: seventeen and seven 
tenths?

 ❍ A.  17.07
 ❍ B.  17.7
 ❍ C.  1.707
 ❍ D.  17.1

  6.  Which of the following decimals represents 
the following: twenty-five hundredths?

 ❍ A.  0.25
 ❍ B.  2.5
 ❍ C.  0.025
 ❍ D.  2.05

  7.  What is the value of the number in bold?
 35,786
 ❍ A.  6,000
 ❍ B.  600
 ❍ C.  6
 ❍ D.  16

  8.  What is the value of the number in bold?
 21,323,123
 ❍ A.  20,000,000
 ❍ B.  2,000,000
 ❍ C.  200,000
 ❍ D.  2,000

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Assessment 1
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  9.  Which of the following fractions is equivalent to ?

 ❍ A.  	  ❍ B.  	  ❍ C.  	  ❍ D. 	

10.  Which answer choice represents the number 9,897,878 in ex-
panded form?

	 ❍	 A.  9,000,000 + 800,000 + 90,000 + 7,000 + 800 + 70 + 8
	 ❍	 B.  900,000 + 80,000 + 90,000 + 7,000 + 800 + 70 + 8
	 ❍	 C.  9,000,000 + 800,000 + 900 + 700 + 800 + 70 + 8
	 ❍	 D.  9,000,000 + 800,000 + 9,000 + 7,000 + 800 + 70 + 8

11.  Which of the following shows the numbers in order from greatest 
to least?

	 ❍	 A.  432,321;  432,323;  403,321;  433,232
	 ❍	 B.  403,321;  432,321;  432,323;  433,232
	 ❍	 C.  433,232;  432,321;  432,323;  403,321
	 ❍	 D.  433,232;  432,323;  432,321;  403,321

12.  Which of the following numbers has the smallest value?
	 ❍	 A.  124,098
	 ❍	 B.  32,324
	 ❍	 C.  32,321
	 ❍	 D.  32,876

13.  Which answer choice represents the number sixteen million, seven hundred eighty-nine 
thousand, one?

	 ❍	 A.  61,789,001
	 ❍	 B.  16,798,001
	 ❍	 C.  16,789,100
	 ❍	 D.  16,789,001

14.  Which of the following answer choices lists the numbers in order from least to greatest?
	 ❍	 A.  898,878;  876,876;  897,876;  809,987
	 ❍	 B.  898,878;  897,876;  876,876;  809,987
	 ❍	 C.  809,987;  876,876;  897,876;  898,878
	 ❍	 D.  898,878;  876,876;  897,876;  809,987

15.  Which of the following decimals is equivalent to ?
	 ❍	 A.  0.075
	 ❍	 B.  0.050
	 ❍	 C.  0.50
	 ❍	 D.  5.0

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Assessment 1 (cont.)

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Assessment 1
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Skill:.Understanding.the.meanings.of.operations.and.how.they.relate.to.each.other

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 5
 Mathematical operations are performed in order from left to right, starting with exponents, 
then multiplication and/or division, and then addition and/or subtraction. Operations inside pa-
rentheses are performed first.

  Example: (15 x 10) ÷ 5 =     (120 ÷12) x 8 =               
       150 ÷ 5 = 30      10 x 8 = 80

Please solve the following fifteen problems. Some of these problems may have remainders. 
Round answers to the nearest hundredths.

  1.  12 x 8 ÷ 16 = 

  2.  (96 ÷ 2) x 4 = 

  3.  115 ÷ 5 x 3 = 

  4.  24 x 6 ÷ 4 = 

  5.  40 x 8 ÷ 12 = 

  6.  (50 x 5) ÷ 15 = 

  7.  135 ÷ 7 x 9 = 

  8.  16 x 16 ÷ 8 = 

  9.  156 ÷ 4 x 4 = 

10.  174 ÷ 9 x 7 = 

11.  140 x 6 ÷ 280 = 

12.  (250 ÷ 2) x 25 = 

13.  28 x 8 ÷ 6 = 

14.  60 x 12 ÷ 14 = 

15.  285 ÷ 6 x 3 = 

WAKE-UP.WORD.PROBlEM: Jeremy is delivering packages after school to 
earn extra money for the holidays. He has eight boxes of packages he needs to 
deliver during a five-day time period. There are sixteen packages in each box. If 
Jeremy wants to deliver about the same number of packages each day, approxi-
mately how many packages should Jeremy deliver after school each day during 
the five-day period? 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 5
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Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 6

Skill:.Understanding.the.meanings.of.operations.and.how.they.relate.to.each.other.

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 6
Read each word problem. On the first line, write the number sentence that should be used to 
solve the problem. Some of these problems may be two-step problems. Some of these prob-
lems may have remainders. On the second line, solve the problem. Look out for key words in 
each problem. Also think about what the problem is asking so you can be sure to come up with 
a reasonable answer.

Just.a.Tip: Here are some key words for multiplication: altogether, in all, groups of.
Here are some key words for division: divided, equal parts, group.

  1.  There are 26 classes of grades four through eight at Martin School. There are 
18 students in each class. How many total students in grades four through eight 
attend Martin School?

 

 

  2.  Macy is dividing up cookies to sell at the school bake sale. She has a total of 878 cookies. 
She plans to place three cookies in each bag and sell each bag for $0.25. How many bags 
of cookies can Macy make?

 

 

  3.  Mateo is going to overnight camp for 21 days over the summer. He knows that there are 
24 hours in a day. How many hours will Mateo spend at overnight camp?

 

 

  4.  Jason and Shane are both on the yearbook staff. They take 776 pictures for the yearbook 
during the school year. They can only use 138 pictures in the yearbook. The yearbook is 68 
pages long. They plan to put the same number of pictures on each page. If they have any 
extra pictures, they will put them on the last page of the yearbook. How many pictures will 
Jason and Shane put on each page? How many pictures will they put on the last page?

 

 

  5.  Three-thousand, six hundred eighteen people attend a popular rock band’s concert. Nine 
hundred eleven people sit in reserved seating. How many of the people attending the 
concert do not sit in reserved seating?
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  6.  Jaclyn works at a coffee shop. At the beginning of her eight-hour shift, she makes nine stacks 
of paper coffee cups next to the coffee machine. She puts ninety-four cups in each stack. 
How many paper cups does Jaclyn put next to the coffee machine before her shift?

 

 

  7.  Jeremiah is in charge of setting up chairs for a large performance Saturday night. He sets 
up 175 rows of chairs with 92 chairs in each row. How many chairs does Jeremiah set up 
in all?

 

 
  
  8.  Max eats the same lunch every day during June. He orders a slice of pizza, a garden salad, 

and a drink for $6.75. The month is thirty days long. How much money does Max spend 
on lunch during June?

 

 

  9.  During summer vacation, Maria answers the phone at a busy law office. During a five-day 
time period, the law office receives 876 phone calls. Assuming they receive approximately 
the same number of phone calls each day, how many phone calls does the law office re-
ceive each day?

 

 

10.  Lauren compares the mileage on the three family cars. The blue station wagon has 102,657 
miles. The red SUV has 16,768 miles more on it than the blue station wagon, and the green 
truck has 12,987 more miles on it than the red SUV. What is the mileage on the green 
truck?

 

 

Extensi on.Activity: Have students look through magazines and select a picture that 
could represent a multiplication sentence. Have students glue the picture they select on the front 
of an index card. Then have them write a word problem and a number sentence to go with the 
picture on the back. You can also have students try this activity with division.

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 6 

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 6
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Skill:.Understanding.the.meanings.of.operations.and.how.they.relate.to.each.other

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 7

Just.a.Tip: In the Commutative.Property.of.Multiplication, the order of the 
factors does not change the product. In the Associative.Property.of.Multiplica-
tion, the way the factors are grouped does not change the product. Remember, 
do the work in parentheses first!
 

Multiplication and division are inverse.operations, just like addition and subtraction. This means 
that multiplication undoes division, and division undoes multiplication.

Commutative Property of Multiplication

Use the Commutative Property to write a different multiplication sentence that results in the 
same product for each of the following number sentences.

  1.  7 x 6 =    4.  9 x 9 = 

  2.  84 x 6 =    5.  12 x 15 = 

  3.  20 x 5 = 

Associative Property of Multiplication

Use the Associative Property to multiply three factors. If necessary, use the Commutative Prop-
erty to change the order.

  6.  (18 x 4) x 6 =  11.  25 x (40 x 2) = 

  7.  (5 x 9) x 10 =  12.  8 x (7 x 4) = 

  8.  13 x (15 x 8) =  13.  (9 x 9) x 24 = 

  9.  (24 x 8) x 3 =  14.  (14 x 7) x 5 = 

10.  (16 x 10) x 5 =  15.  5 x (15 x 12) = 

Look at the following number sentences. Write an inverse operation on the line beside each 
problem.

16.  18 ÷ 6 =  19.  100 x 4 = 

17.  12 x 5 =  20.  110 ÷ 10 = 

18.  64 ÷ 2 = 

WAKE-UP.WORD.PROBlEM: Mia buys a large container of lollipops to sell 
at the school store. The large container of lollipops cost Mia $7.75. There are 
215 lollipops in the large container. The lollipops are sold at the school store 
for $0.25 each. How much money will the large container of lollipops Mia pur-
chased earn for the store after the price of the lollipops is deducted?

Unit 1: Number and Operations: Practice Activity 7




